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Abstract 
The existence and uniqueness of a shortest polygonal path in a compact planar set bounded by two polygonal 
planar Jordan curves is proved. Further the convergence of a sequence of planar polygonal curves to a rectifiable 
planar Jordan curve and an application to piecewise linear approximation of boundaries of planar compact sets 
by a gridding technique is described. 
Keywords: Polygonal approximation; Jordan curves; Minimum perimeter polygon 
1. Introduction 
Piecewise linear approximation of continuously differentiable planar simply closed (Jordan) curves 
represents a highly actual problem both from theoretical and practical point of view. Over the past 
fifteen years piecewise linear continuation methods are used for approximation of numerical solution 
of nonlinear systems of equations, see [ 2,131. The piecewise linear approximation consists in this 
case in the following a piecewise linear curve which approximates a smooth one. In particular, the 
piecewise linear curve is a polygonal path relative to an underlying triangulation (Freudenthal’s 
triangulation), see [ 61. Piecewise linear approximation of functions [ 121 cannot be directly applied 
on planar Jordan curves. In the past, a number of piecewise linear approximation algorithms of planar 
curves have been published. A comparison of them is described in [ 51. They use rather interpolation 
than approximation techniques. They have been applied also to simply closed planar curves but they 
are not optimal for such an application. 
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In this paper, the existence and uniqueness of a shortest polygonal path in a compact planar set 
bounded by two polygonal planar Jordan curves is investigated. The existence of such a solution 
follows from general theorems on rectifiable curves and geodesics in metric spaces such as R2, see 
[ 11. The shortest polygonal path in a polygonally bounded planar set is referred to as minimum 
perimeter polygon which was introduced in [ 151 and investigated in [ 10,11,16-181. In this case 
the minimum perimeter polygon was used to define the convexity of a cellular complex, and the 
existence and uniqueness of it was shown for cellular mosaics [ 181. The convergence of a sequence 
of minimum perimeter polygons to a rectifiable planar Jordan curve was not investigated in the past. 
In this paper, under some natural conditions, the convergence of a sequence of minimum perimeter 
polygons to a rectifiable planar Jordan curve is shown. Further, an application of the minimum 
perimeter polygon to the piecewise linear approximation of boundaries of planar compact Jordan 
sets by a gridding technique is described. This application is closely related to the basic problems 
concerned with image processing and represents a theoretical tool of mathematical analysis. 
2. Polygonal Jordan curves 
In the following, we consider various kinds of planar curves. To define this concept precisely, see 
[ 8, pp. 7-161, we say that a continuous function 4 : I -+ R2 of a closed interval I = [a, b] is a 
parametrized path from $(a) to 4(b) with the trace +(I). Any continuous monotonically increasing 
function g : I + I+ mapping the closed interval Z onto If is called a parameter transformation. 
Two parametrized curves 4 : Z --+ IK2 and $’ : I+ + ll%* are called strongly equivalent, 4 z $+, if 
there is either a parameter transformation g : Z + I+ with 4 = 4’ o g or a parameter transformation 
g+ : If + Z with 4’ = 4 o g+. Finally, we say that two parametrized paths 4 : Z -+ E%* and 
4’ : I+ + IR2 are equivalent, i$ - $+, if there is a finite sequence of parametrized paths 4;, 
i = 0, 1, . . . , n, with 
+=+o, 4’ = 4”, 4; M 4i+l? for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. 
If 4 and 4’ are equivalent, we say that both 4 and c$+ define a curve L, that is, L is just an 
equivalence class [+] of parametrized paths. A Jordan curve is a simple closed curve, that is, a 
curve which belongs to a parametrized path 4 : [a, b] -+ R2 with a $b, +(a> = &b), $($I S@(t) 
for all a < s < t < b. A rectifiable curve is a curve L belonging to a parametrized path, say 
$ : [a, b] + lR2 with bounded length d(L) : 
d(L) = 
f,:Ll=t,<...<t,,=h , 
Then also all subcurves L,, t < d(L) , belonging to 
+t : [a,a+ t] + Iw2, 44 (7) := 447) 7 
are rectifiable and thus define the arclength function for the curve L: 
s(t) :=d(Lt), tE [O,b-a], 
giving rise to a distinguished parameter transformation g : [a, b] + [O,d(L)], defined by g(a+t> := 
s(t). It is well known (see [ 81) that the equivalence class of parametrized paths belonging to a 
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Fig. 1 
rectifiable curve L contains parametrized paths C$ : [a, b] -+ IF?.* given by an absolutely continuous 
function $J, so that 
s(t) = 
.I’ 
r,+t 
II@(411 dr, Vt E 10, b- al. (, 
If there is no danger of confusion, we will use the same letter L both for a curve and a parametrized 
path L : I -+ IL!* belonging to that curve, and usually assume that I has the form I = [0, T] for some 
T> 0. 
Definition 1. A planar Jordan curve L is called a polygonal cuwe if it consists of finitely many linear 
pieces. 
By the Jordan curve theorem, the polygonal curve is the boundary L of a bounded polygon PL, 
where PL is a simply connected compact set with a nonempty interior Pt. The vertices of a polygonal 
Jordan curve L can be classified as follows: a vertex in L is called coylvex if the interior angle ay,. at 
u is less than S-TT; otherwise it is called CCPZCLEV~, see Fig. 1. 
3. Minimum perimeter polygons 
We now shall consider the following problem. 
Problem 2. Given two polygonal curves L, and L2 of II%* such that L1 is contained in the interior of 
PI.?, PL, C Plz; consider the annular compact set G = PL2 \ P;, between L, and L2 with the boundary 
dG = L1 U Lz. The problem is to find the shortest Jordan curve L in G containing PL,, see Fig. 2. 
Theorem 3. Problem 2 has a solution L, which is unique. The solution curve is a polygonal Jordan 
curve whose convex vertices belong to the convex vertices of LI, and whose concave vertices belong 
to the concave vertices of L2. 
Proof. The existence of the solution will follow from general theorems on rectifiable curves and 
geodesics in metric spaces such as II%*, see [ I, pp. 68-821, We use that any rectifiable curve L : 
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Fig. 2. 
[0, T] + IR* has the arclength s(t), 0 < t 6 T, of the curve restricted to [0, T] as a distinguished 
parameter, being a strictly monotonically increasing continuous function of t E [ 0, T] . 
A sequence of curves L, is said to converge to a curve L if the curves L, and L can be 
reparametrized by a common parameter t E [ 0, T] and 
li,tn,$;;, IILn(t) - L(t) II = O. 
According to Alexandrov [ 1, Theorem 4, p.701, any infinite set C of curves with bounded lengths d, 
sup{d(L)JL E l> < co, 
lying in a compact set K, contains a convergent subsequence L” converging to a curve L in K of 
bounded length, d(L) < lim inf,, d( L”). 
To apply this result to our problem, consider the family C’ of all closed rectifiable curves in 
the compact set G that are not contractible in G. Since L1 E ,C’, ,C’ is not empty, and there is a 
sequenceL”Ef?,n=1,2 ,..., so that d( L’) is a decreasing convergent sequence with lim, d( L”) = 
inf d( L”) = 8 := inf{d( L) 1 L E C’}. The result of Alexandrov applied to the sequence C := {L”} 
gives the existence of a closed rectifiable curve L in G satisfying d(L) < 8, that is, the limit of 
a subsequence of the L”, say of the L” itself. Clearly, L is again a closed curve in G. Since L” 
converges to L in G, these closed curves can be equivalently described by continuous maps p”, p 
of the unit circle S’ into the punctured plane R2 \ {x0}, w h ere x0 is any point in the interior of the 
polyhedron PL,, so that p” converges uniformly on S’ towards p. Next, we use the following auxiliary 
lemma which follows easily from a result of differential topology [ 4, Theorem 12.1.2, p.1001. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that a sequence of continuous maps 
pi:S1~R2\{Xo}, i=O,1,2 ,..., 
of the circle S’ into the punctured plane II%’ \ {xg} converges uniformly on S’ towards another map 
p : s’ --t l.R2 \ (x0). 
Then for suficiently large i, pi is homotopic to p in lR2 \ {x0}. 
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Fig. 3. 
Therefore, since the paths L” z p” are not contractible in IR2 \ {x0} for any x0 E PL,, also the limit 
path L w p is not contractible in IR2 \ {x0} either. Hence, L E C’, which proves the existence of a 
shortest closed noncontractible curve L in G. 
By a slight extension of [ 1, Theorem 6, p.811, which describes the structure of shortest curves 
in a polyhedron connecting two given points, also any shortest closed noncontractible curve in the 
polyhedron G is a polygonal curve whose finitely many vertices belong to the vertices of G, that is 
to the vertices of L, or L2. It is easy to see that L is a simple closed curve, that is, a Jordan curve: 
if L had self-intersections, it could be replaced by a shorter closed noncontractible polygonal curve 
in G. Hence, L is a polygonal Jordan curve in G. Therefore at each vertex u of L, the interior angle 
LY,, is well-defined, and it is easy to see that, e.g., a convex vertex c’ of L cannot be a vertex of L2, 
see Fig. 3. 
Otherwise, again the path L could be shortened by deforming L near L’. Also u cannot be a concave 
vertex of L, (since L encircles L, and therefore the interior angle cy, > Z- of the concave vertex u 
of L, cannot be greater than the interior angle (Y,, < v of the convex vertex u of L). Similarly, a 
concave vertex of L cannot be a concave vertex of L2. In order to prove the uniqueness of L, let 
us first identify certain points A E L, which belong to any shortest path encircling L,. Consider the 
support function p : R2 -+ IR of PL,: 
p(a) := mFx{a’xlx E PL,} = mfx{aTxix E L,}. 
Then for a $0, any A E H,, n L,, where H, := {x[uTx = p(a)} belongs to every shortest path L 
encircling L,. Otherwise, there exists a shortest path L encircling L, so that L intersects the shortest 
line segment H,, n G containing A in at least two different points B and C; hence L can be further 
shortened by replacing L between the points B and C by the line segment [B, C], see Fig. 4. 
Let us suppose that there are different shortest paths L and t in G encircling LI in the positive 
sense. Since they have points in common and both curves have equal length T, we may assume 
that L, z : [O, T] + R2 are both parametrized by arclength, so that there is a largest tl 3 0 with 
0 < tl < T, and 
L(t) =L(t), for 0 6 t < tl. 
Let A := L( tl ) = z( tl ). Since both curves are positively oriented and start to be different for t > t,, 
we may assume without loss of generality that for small t > tl, L(t) lies in the interior of the 
polygon Pz bounded by 1. Because both L and z are polygonal curves, there is a vector g $0, so 
that the ray A + 6g, 6 > 0, points into the interior of the compact set PL \ Pt bounded by portions 
of the polygonal curves L and z. Hence there is a smallest a0 > 0, where the ray A + frog intersects 
either L or z. In the first case A + tiog = L( t2) for some t2 > tl, so that L can be shortened by 
replacing the piece L(S), tl < 6 < t2 by the line A + 6g, 0 < 6 < Do. In the second case, E can 
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be shortened. This contradicts 
Fig. 5. 0 
the minimality of L or z, which proves the uniqueness L = z, see 
The shortest Jordan curve L in G encircling L, is called the minimum perimeter polygon (MPP) 
belonging to G. Now we consider the problem of approximating a given rectifiable Jordan curve 
y : [ 0, d(y) ] -+ lR2 by a sequence of minimum perimeter polygons. For this purpose, we consider a 
sequence of polygonal compact sets Gi = PL;j \ Pz,, , i = 0, 1, . . . , which all contain the Jordan curve 
I 
Fig. 4. 
y, and where y encircles all polygonal paths Li”, i’> 0. Each Gi defines an MPP pi : [ 0, di] -+ IR2 of 
length dj = d(pi) approximating y. We wish to study the convergence of the MPPs p,, i = 0, 1, . . . , 
when the polygonal sets Gi shrink to the trace r = y[ 0, d(y) ] of y. The following theorem essentially 
shows that the MPPs converge uniformly to y under rather natural assumptions. 
Theorem 5. Let y : [O,d(y)] -+ lR2 be a recti$able noncontractible Jordan curve in Go encircling 
Lie’ in the positive sense with 
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TC’.. C Gi+r C Gi C . . . C Go, r = nGi, 
where r := {y(t>lt E [O,d(y)]}, and Gi are polygonal compact sets with nonempty interior and 
boundary dG. = L(‘) U I,(‘) 
pi : [O, di] i R 
I 2 ) Lf”, Li” polygons with LI” lying in the interior of L:“. Further; let 
‘, di = d( pi) be the minimum perimeter polygon lying in Gi and encircling Lf” in 
the positive sense, parametrized by arclength. Then, 
limd(pi) = d(y). 
Proof. Consider the reparametrized curves 
i = 0, 1,2, . . . , 
defined on the common parameter interval 0 < t < 27~. Since r c Gi and y encircles Li”, for all i, 
d(y) 3 d(pi) = d;, Vi. 
Further, by p;+l E Gi+l C Gi, 
di+l 3 di, Vi. 
Also, by 
for all 0 < tl < t2 < 1, the family p^i of functions are equicontinuous and bounded by the boundedness 
of Gi; hence by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem there is a subsequence of the pi, say /?i itself, that converges 
uniformly on [ 0,27r] towards a function PO,, : [0,27r] --+ IR2: 
lim max ]]~oo( t) - pi(t) II = 0. 
i E10,27Tl 
Clearly, PO0 is a continuous 
P w := {Ao(t)lO < t < 
function, with 
and b,(O) = pi,, so that 6 describes a closed continuous curve in r c Go. Moreover, each 
$; is a Jordan curve in Gi c Go encircling Li”, 
L”‘. Hence by Lemma 4 their uniform limit PO0 
each pi is not contractible in Go, as pi encircles 
is not contractible either, showing that P, = T. 
ALcording to [ 1, Theorem 5, p.701, ~9~ is rectifiable and has positive length 
0 < d, I= d(pa) < liminfdi = supdi < d(y), (1) 
i 
since PO3 is not contractible. Next we show that d o. 3 d(y), which together with ( 1) proves 
d, = d(y) = limidi. Since P, = r, there is a smallest parameter value 0 < T < 27r with 
r = {poo(t)]O < t 6 T}. Then {p03(t)]0 6 t < T} is a curve encircling L1 with length < d,. So it 
suffices to show that this curve has length 3 d(y). Hence we may assume without loss of generality 
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that the original curve PO0 already satisfies T = 27r. Let s(t), t E [ 0,2?r], be the arclength of the 
curve b,(6), 0 6 9 < t, so that s(O) = 0, ~(277) = d,. Then by a known result on rectifiable 
curves [ 9, Theorem 6.4, p.1511, there is an absolutely continuous function po3 : [0,27r] --+ IR*, so 
that for all 0 < t < 27r, 
2s( r)r/d 
s(t) = 
s 
IIP~W II da. 
0 
Because pm and y are closed continuous curves with P, = r, we may consider both poo and y as 
continuous functions on the unit circle S’ = (e”10 < t < 27r}, or also as periodic functions on IR 
with period 27~. Moreover, we may assume without loss of generality that y(O) = p,(O). Since y 
is a Jordan curve, that is, y : S’ -+ r is a homeomorphism and pm : S’ -+ r = Pm is continuous, 
the map 4p := y-t o pm : S’ --f S’ is a continuous map, that is, in view of T = 27~, equivalent to a 
continuous map (denoted by the same letter ~0): 
40 : [O, 2571 -+ R, 
with 
40(O) = 0, +7(2rr) = 2n-, (P(t) 6 27T, vt E [0,2V], Pm(t) = y(So(t)), 
see Fig. 6. (q( 277) = 27~ holds because the curve p,(t), 0 < t 6 27r, has the same orientation as 
the oriented Jordan curve y(t), 0 < t < 2r.) Let 
F(f) := oTg$r 449). 
1.. 
Then p is continuous, monotonically increasing and maps [ 0,2~] onto [0,277] with F(t) 3 p(t) 
for t E [ 0,25-r]. Therefore the set 
A := {t E [O, 2~1 j@(t) = p(t)} 
is a compact subset of [ 0,293-l with 0,27r E A. Clearly, A is at most a countable union of closed 
intervals. For any point t of its complement B := [0,2~] \ A there are two closest neighbours 
t,, t- E A with 0 < t- < t < t, < 27~, 
t- := max(6 < t16 E A}, t, := min(6 3 t16 E A}, 
which satisfy p( t-) = p( t+) = @T(t); hence pm( t_) = p,( t+). We may therefore shorten the path 
pm ( -) by omitting the portion pm(t) with t, < t < t-. Formally this is done by replacing p,(t) by 
P,(t) := 
P,(t)? if t E A, 
p,(t_), if t E B, 
which again describes a continuous map of [ 0,277] onto r with y-l 0 p, = 9. It is easy to see that 
p is absolutely continuous with derivatives p&,(t) = 0 for all t $! A and pb, (t> = p&(t) for almost 
every t E A. Hence, 
(2) 
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Since j?a = y(@( t)) for all 0 < t 6 27r, the curve P, arises from y only by the continuous 
monotonically increasing parameter transformation @ : [ 0,2rr] --+ [ 0,2~]. Hence, 
{&&)10 6 t 6 27r) = r = {y(t)/0 < t < 2%-}, 
and the length of p, is equal to the length of y, d(p,) = d(y). In view of (2) this shows 
d(y) 6 d(p,), so that because of (l), d(y) = d(p,). 0 
4. Application 
Let M be a planar compact set bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve y : [a, b] ---f II??-. In order to 
numerically trace y by a gridding technique, we shall consider square grids on R2. For p = 0, I, 2, . . . 
and for each tuple ( wI , w2) of integer numbers, let 
%,,W?) = {~ E I[B2: Wi2- ’ < Xj < (Wi+ 1)2-‘,i= 172). (3) 
M can be covered by a finite number of squares Nl;w,,w2j for which N~N,,,M,Zj n A4 $0. Let us define 
where I denotes the content of ( .), and the sum defining Z/1’ is taken over all squares N~,,,,,,21 n M $8 
and 1,; corresponds to squares N:)M.,,N.Z) c M. Then we have 
Z(M) =infZ,t(M) = supI,; =JicZ:(M), (4) 
P I’ 
see [ 31. I(M) is called the Jordan content of M. The geometrical meaning is shown in Fig. 7. 
Squares (3) with N’;,, ,,rW2j c M will be called inner elements of M and squares (3) with NFW,,WZj fl M # 
0 A VW,,W2) qf M boundary elements of M. Let 
+M,,=i]N:‘,,,,,,. -M,,=i]N:‘wI,,,,. k 2 2, 
I 1 
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Fig. 7. 
where +M,, -M,, correspond to those Nl;,l,,2j which belong to Z,, +, Z[;, respectively. Note there exists 
p such that +M,) and -M,, are simply connected. Next we shall use the following definitions (see 
also [ 141 for digital topology). 
Definition 6. + M,, ( - M, ) is edge connected if each element of +M, (-M,)) shares a common edge 
with some other element of +M,, (-M,,). 
Definition 7. +M,, (-M,,) is corner connected if each element of +M,, (-M,) shares exactly one 
comer point with some other element of +M,, (-M,) . 
Definition 8. +M, (-M,,) is connected if each element of +M, (-M,,) either shares a common edge 
or a comer point with some other element of +M, (-M,). 
The following theorems give conditions on y ensuring that +M,, and -M,, are edge connected. 
Theorem 9. Let M be a compact set bounded by a continuously differentiable Jordan curve y : 
[a, b] t R2. Then there exists p such that +M, is simply edge connected. 
Proof. Because M is a simply connected compact set, 
Z(M) = inflz(M) = ,~L&z;(M), (5) 
where Z,;’ corresponds to squares for which N~W,,W2j n M $ 8, so that +M,, $ 8. y is continuously 
differentiable so that Z(M) cannot be represented by a finite number of elements of +M,,. If y 
crosses two different edges of an element of +M,, then the corresponding element has two edge 
. 
connected neighbours. If y is passing through a comer point of an element from +M,,, then, owing 
to the continuous differentiability of y, it either crosses the corresponding comer connected elements 
N&%WZ, or touches two edges of different elements NT,,,,,,,) in a common point, see Fig. 8. 
In the first case, at least three elements are boundary elements of M and are edge connected. In 
the second case, all four elements which have the comer as a common point are boundary elements 
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of M and are edge connected. If y touches an edge of an element N~w,,w2_,, then the elements which 
share this edge are boundary elements of M and are edge connected, see Fig. 9. According to this, 
+M,, is simply edge connected if +M, contains at least two edge connected elements, which is the 
case if p is large enough. 0 
Theorem 10. Let M be a compact set bounded by a continuously differentiable Jordan curve y : 
[a, b] -+ R2. Then there exists p such that -M,, is simply edge connected. 
Proof. Because M is a simply connected compact set, we have 
Z(M) = supI,- = ,hrirr,-(M), (6) 
where ZI; corresponds to the squares for which N&,,W2j c M, so that -IV,> + 0. y is continuously 
differentiable, which implies that Z(M) cannot be expressed by a finite number of elements of -IV,,. 
Clearly there exists p such that -M,, is simply connected and consists only of elements N~,,,,2j c M. 
Because y is a Jordan curve, owing to (6) there exists p according to which the boundary KM, 
does not touch itself. This implies that there exists p for which -IV,, is simply edge connected, see 
Fig. 10. Cl 
Let -M; be the interior of -M,. Then for G, = +M, \ -M,3 the following holds. 
Theorem 11. Let M be a planar compact set bounded by a continuously differentiable Jordan curve 
y : [a, b] + IR2. Then there exists p such that G, = +M, \ -Mi is edge connected. 
Proof. There exists p such that +M,, and -M,, are simply connected sets. In view of the definition of 
+M,, and -M,>, it follows that -M,, is in the interior of +M,. According to Theorems 9 and 10 there 
exists p such that they are simply edge connected. Therefore, G, = +M,, \ -M; is edge connected, 
see Fig. 10. 0 
Fig. 9. 
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Theorem 12. Let ‘M,,, -M,, $8. Then, 
Y c f-) G,,+kr 
k 
where Gl,+k = +M/,+k \ -ME+k, k = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
10 
Proof. According to the definition, y c G,,+k, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . Because M is a simply connected 
compact set, (4) holds, which, according to (3), implies that Gp+k+l G Gp+k, k = 1,2, . . . , from 
which 
Y 
it follows that 
C f--)G,)+k, k=0,1,2 ,... . 0 
k 
Let L”’ = d+M,,, L, 2 (‘I = d-M,,. Then the boundary &‘G, = L:” U Lie’ of G, = +M,, \ -ME are 
polygonal Jordan curves whose vertices are square grid points and their edges are parallel with square 
grid lines. The following theorem is a direct consequence of the previous theorems. 
Theorem 13. Let G, = + M, \ - Mi be edge connected. Let pk denote the minimum perimeter polygon 
corresponding to Gpfk, k = 0, 1, . . . . Then, 
lip d(pk) = d(y). 
Proof. According to Theorem 11, there exists p such that G, is edge connected and -M,, c +M,. 
G ,>+k,  = 0, 1,2, . . . , are annular compact sets with boundaries aG,,+k = Lik’ U Lik’, where L, , 
(k) ~$4 
are polygonal Jordan curves. According to Theorem 3, to each Gpfk exists a minimum perimeter 
polygon. In view of Theorem 12, 
yC f-)C;,,+k, k=0,1,2 ,... . 
k 
We show that 
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Y = nG,,+,. 
k 
Suppose there is a z @’ Y with z E Gl,+k for all k. Then, 
EO := dist(z, Y) > 0; 
further by the definition of G,,+k, any point x E Gp+k satisfies 
dist(x, y) < 2.2-k. 
Therefore, z $! Gp+k if 2 . T-k < l o, proving that z E nk Gp+k. Hence, 
Y = nG,,+k, 
k 
so that Theorem 5 applies and shows the convergence of d(pk) towards d(y). 0 
A minimum perimeter polygon which corresponds to a compact set G,, belonging to Fig. 12 is 
shown in Fig. 11. 
Comment. Theorem 13 applies also if -M,, is not edge connected. Let -IV,, $0 and let it contain 
at least two elements. There exists p such that it is simply connected. The corner points in which 
the boundary d-M,, touches itself can be considered as two different points. These comer points are 
concave vertices of -M, and according to Theorem 3 they cannot be MPP vertices, see Fig. 12. 
In [ 71 an algorithm for MPP calculation in G = PL2 \ PC, where L,, L2 are polygonal curves such 
that L1 is an interior PLz (see Fig. 2) is suggested. The algorithm is based on the principle of convex 
hulls and in the case of the above-mentioned gridding technique it requires only integer arithmetic. 
5. Numerical example 
Let y be a planar Jordan curve, the boundary of a simply connected compact set M, given by 
x=5sin(t+90)+2sin(3t+50), y=6sin(t+40) +2sin(2t+70), t E [0,2%-l. (7) 
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Let 
where N&, w2j are squares of an orthogonal grid defined by (3), for which N~VV,,W2j rly $OANF,C.,,W_,j @ 
M. In order to test the accuracy and the convergence of the lengths of the corresponding MPPs, the 
grid point resolution was subsequently increased from 64 x 64 points to 4096 x 4096 points. The 
results are shown in Table 1, where the error is related to the exact length of y obtained by Gaussian 
quadrature. 
The MPP approximation of (7)) which corresponds to the 256 x 256 grid points resolution, is shown 
on Fig. 13. The implementation was performed on an IBM PC 486 computer and the execution time 
for the MPP calculation has taken only a fraction of a second. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper the existence and uniqueness of a shortest polygonal path in a compact planar 
set bounded by two polygonal planar Jordan curves is investigated. The shortest polygonal path 
in a polygonally bounded planar set is referred to as minimum perimeter polygon. Further, the 
convergence of a sequence of minimum perimeter polygons to a rectifiable planar Jordan curve is 
shown. An application of the minimum perimeter polygon to the piecewise linear approximation of 
boundaries of planar compact Jordan sets by a gridding technique is described. A numerical example 
is presented. 
Table 1 
Size 64 x 64 128 x 128 256 x 256 512 x 512 1024 x 1024 2048 x 2048 4096 x 4096 
IMPPI 34 59 85 139 228 
ER 1.69 0.714 0.358 0.126 0.046 
(MPP( denotes the number of MPP points and ER denotes the length error in %. 
357 559 
0.018 0.008 
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